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ANGEL WING

VIEW-THROUGH
A classic awning style, the Angel Wing has smooth lines to compliment and protect windows, 
doors & porches. The Angel Wing is offered in many different color combinations 
to perfectly match your home!

These beautiful, see-through awnings allow natural daylight into your home while blocking 
out harsh sunlight and harmful ultra-violet rays. Permits gentle breezes to flow through 
while protecting  your home from the sun’s glare.

This stylish, horizontal design gives your windows and doors total protection from the sun 
and rain. The vertical decorator stripe is available in a variety of complimenting  colors, 
and the scalloped trim completes the look.

A solid, curved awning that completely protects your doors, windows and other openings 
from the sun, rain and wind. Trimmed in a variety of colors to compliment your structure, 
it will surely add years of life to your windows and doors!

Create a beautiful and classic look that will perfectly compliment your windows and doors
with Dacraft’s™ Regency awnings. This elegant awning style features open sides
with sturdy, yet decorative scrolls.

Radiused and fashionable, the Dacraft™ True Arch awning is a favorite for those looking
for a modern awning! It is extremely sturdy and appealing, and offers considerably more
privacy than some traditional awnings. 

STEP-DOWN

Window & Door Awnings
Custom, All-Aluminum construction. Offering a variety of window 
awnings and door canopies, Dacraft™ has a style that’s just right for you!

SHIELD-ALL

REGENCY

TRUE ARCH
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FEATURE STRIPES & SCALLOP ACCENT COLORS

ACCESSORIES

Window & Door Awnings
PRODUCT INFORMATION

CUSTOM-DESIGNED, CUSTOM-MADE &

from 
FACTORY-DIRECT 

Williamsburg
Blue

Heron Blue Fern Green Clay Cadet Grey Bronze Polar White Autumn Brown

Terra Cotta Raven Black Mocha Tan Ivy Green Ivory Hunter Red
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